Background: Neural oscillations represent synchronous neuronal activation and are ubiquitous throughout the brain. Oscillatory activity often includes brief high-amplitude bursts in addition to background oscillations, and burst activity may predict performance on working memory, motor, and comprehension tasks.
Introduction
Local field potentials (LFPs) reflect the underlying activity of populations of neurons. The presence of short, high amplitude "bursts" (i.e., short periods of high activity distinguishable from baseline) may contribute to dynamic signaling and to the average amplitude of the LFP [1, 2] . For example, bursts in the gamma band may predict better performance on working memory tasks, while bursts in the beta band may predict poor performance on motor and sensory tasks [3] [4] [5] [6] . Dysregulated burst activity may also underlie disease pathology. For example, beta oscillatory activity is a candidate biomarker for the motor symptoms of Parkinson's disease (PD) [7] , and long-duration beta bursts appear to contribute to the correlation between the amplitude of beta oscillatory activity and symptoms [8, 9] . Beta amplitude in subcortical regions is correlated with motor symptoms [10, 11] , and is reduced during treatment by either levodopa [12, 13] or continuous deep brain stimulation (cDBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) [14, 15] . Since beta amplitude reliably changes with treatment it is also a candidate control signal for adaptive DBS (aDBS) [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Beta bursts are observed in motor cortex, striatum, STN, and globus pallidus (GP) in PD patients and healthy non-human primates [9, 20, 21] . There is consensus that longer bursts are pathological in PD while shorter bursts are related to normal motor function [5, 22, 23] . For example, beta bursts after a cue predicted longer reaction times [5] and increased time spent in bursts correlated with reduced velocity of movement [24] . Beta bursts are modulated by treatments that affect rigidity, tremor, and freezing of gait [8, 25, 26] . Thus, quantifying the amplitude, duration and rate of beta bursts could facilitate automatic adjustment of DBS parameters as an adjunct to averaged beta power over time [27] .
However, quantifying such bursts is more challenging than it appears, and widely used thresholding techniques lead to biased results.
A wide range of signal processing methods are currently employed to quantify and define bursts, but, depending on the method, resulting burst durations can vary from ~ 100 ms to 2-3 s for patients with PD [22, 25, 28] . Herein, we demonstrate that many signal processing methods for quantifying bursts from LFP recordings, particularly the use of thresholds across varying amplitude signals, strongly bias the outcome of burst analysis leading to inaccurate estimation of bursts. We then implement support vector machine (SVM) classifiers, which generate substantially greater fidelity in quantifying bursts synthesized in an oscillator model. Subsequently, we apply the SVMs to LFPs from the STN of persons with PD and find no change in time in bursts, burst rate, or burst duration between cDBS OFF and cDBS ON. The results highlight the perils of threshold-based methods alone to analyze burst activity. The improved understanding of the analysis of dynamic changes in beta activity enabled by other methods is critical to understanding the role of beta in PD symptoms and may lead to better treatments, including improved aDBS controllers.
Methods
All data were analyzed by custom Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) scripts. The scripts for synthetic data generation and analysis are included in the research data attachment to this publication. Below are abbreviated methods and more detailed methods are provided in the Supplementary Material.
Burst Oscillator Model
Determining the effects of signal processing on burst activity required a signal with known characteristics, and a synthetic LFP was generated by combining variable numbers of cycles (i.e., bursts) of a 20 Hz sinusoid with noise and sampled at 1 kHz. Pink (1/f) noise was generated using the arbssnoise function [29] multiplied by 10 to increase the amplitude of the noise. Two parameters controlled the burst rate dynamics: the probability to enter a burst (rising edge) and the probability to leave a burst (falling edge). A vector of uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1 was determined for each 20 Hz cycle of each 300 s duration signal, and we iterated through the random numbers to create bursts of different lengths. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated as the mean of the Hilbert amplitude of the oscillator divided by the Hilbert amplitude of the noise signal. Exact parameters varied between analyses; see Supplementary Material for full details.
Burst Identification and Analysis
A number of different filtering approaches were implemented to approximate those used in publications that analyzed beta bursts from LFPs and were applied to the synthetic data. In addition, we added a short timescale (150 ms) FIR filter to capture better short burst dynamics. We compared short timescale FIR (150 th order) and IIR (4 th order) filters combined with the Hilbert transform to IIR, IIR filter combined with rectification and smoothing (200 ms), wavelet transform (7-cycles), and short-term FFT (500 ms). When using thresholds, bursts were identified as periods that exceeded a percentile (from 50 th to 95 th ) of the distribution of signal amplitudes. Bursts were evaluated with minimum durations of 30, 100, and 200 ms. To compare our results to those with longer time scales, we also applied smoothing to the beta amplitude signal ranging from 0 to 1500 ms.
As an alternative to threshold-based quantification of burst dynamics, four classification support vector machines (SVMs) were trained using the output of the FIR filter. The first pair of SVMs used the Hilbert transform to estimate the oscillator amplitude for each sample (1 ms). The second pair of SVMs estimated the amplitude for each zero-crossing (i.e., 25 ms for 20 Hz oscillations) of the filtered signal as the maximum or minimum value depending on the sign of the data. The second SVM of each pair was also provided as input the amplitude of the wideband signal calculated using the same method as the burst amplitude. The SVMs therefore find the best point on the beta amplitude axis or the best line on the beta amplitude versus wideband amplitude plane to divide the data (i.e., have one or two features), respectively. The output of each SVM was a label for each time point or half-cycle -one for in burst or zero for not in burst. When using SVMs, bursts were still restricted to periods longer than the minimum burst duration.
Burst duration was calculated as the mean time between the rising edge and falling edge of the threshold crossing (or in-burst labeling for SVM analyses) for all bursts in a trial. Similarly, the burst amplitude was the mean of all samples between the rising and falling edges of each burst in a trial. Burst rate was calculated by dividing the number of bursts by the total trial duration. The total amplitude in bursts was the product of the burst rate, mean burst duration, and mean burst amplitude.
Human Participant Data Collection
The Duke University Health System IRB approved the intraoperative clinical studies, and all participants provided written informed consent. Participants were patients undergoing either DBS lead implantation or implantable pulse generator replacement at Duke University Medical Center. The participants all were awake and under only local anesthesia at the time of data collection. Fourteen of sixteen participants (Table 1 ) refrained from taking their PD medications for at least 12 hours before surgery. A subset of the data analyzed here was analyzed using different methods and for a different purpose in a previous publication [30] . Trials were either 60 or 300 s in length and included either continuous 130 Hz or 185 Hz stimulation (cDBS ON, at an amplitude previously determined to be therapeutic) preceded by a trial without stimulation (cDBS OFF) of the same length, with a period of several seconds between trials. Biphasic charge-balanced pulses were delivered using a BP Isolator (FHC, Bowdoin, ME) in a monopolar configuration between either contact 1 or 2 of the DBS lead (as determined by the attending neurologist or the patient's clinical settings) and a return electrode located on the chest. LFPs were recorded differentially between the contacts surrounding the stimulation contact, and amplified by 400 -1000x, bandpass filtered from 0.1 Hz -10 kHz (SR560 amplifiers, Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA), and digitized at 50-100 kHz. Stimulation artifacts were rejected by diode clipping and input blanking during DBS pulses [31] .
STN LFP Analysis
The frequency spectrum of the last 20 s of each trial was calculated using the pwelch() function.
Beta and broadband (1-55 Hz) power were calculated using the trapz() function. Broadband power was limited at 55 Hz to avoid 60 Hz line noise. The center of the beta band was determined as the maximum difference between the spectra during cDBS OFF and cDBS ON trials between 12 to 32 Hz.
Since sampling rates of the LFP varied from 50 to 100 kHz, we first lowpass filtered the data at 400 Hz.
We then down sampled the data to 1 kHz and applied a short-duration FIR 6-Hz bandpass filter centered at the most modulated beta band frequency with filtfilt(). The spectrum of the last 20 s of each trial was then recalculated, and the beta amplitude and wideband amplitude were calculated using the methods described for the burst model. The spectrum of each entire trial was then inspected for artifacts in the beta band used for burst analysis. Of the recordings from twenty-one participants, five participants were excluded due to noise in the beta band. Mismatched Threshold (MT) burst data were generated by applying thresholds at absolute amplitudes determined from cDBS OFF to the cDBS ON data. Due to the paired nature of the data and the lack of normality of the residuals, significance tests were performed using the Wilcoxon signed rank test and reported p values are not corrected for multiple comparisons.
Synthetic OFF and ON paired data
To test further our SVMs, we created randomized data with burst rates and durations matched to those reported in [23] . Our synthetic model was controlled by two parameters the probability of entering a burst and the probability of leaving a burst once entered. We created 16 OFF/ON pairs of mock LFPs to match the number of human participants. To produce variability between the mock participants, each pair of recordings had its own probability to enter and leave bursts scaled between 85% and 115% of the mean value.
Results

Signal Processing Methods Yield Varying Burst Characteristics from the Same Signals
A variety of amplitude estimation methods are reported to quantify beta amplitude and beta bursts, resulting in a wide range of calculated burst characteristics in patients with PD. These methods typically involve two steps: a step to restrict the signal in time (windowing) or frequency (filtering) and a step to estimate amplitude from the signal (such as the FFT). We first sought to determine if different analysis methods contributed to the wide range of reported burst characteristics. We compared filtering combined with the Hilbert transform, filtering combined with rectification and smoothing, wavelet transform, and windowed FFT to quantify the duration and rate of beta oscillatory bursts ( Fig   1A) . In addition, we added a short-timescale FIR filter, intended to capture better the short-term burst dynamics. We used the synthesized LFP, where the true characteristics were known, generated with a high SNR by combining an on/off burst oscillator with noise and set the average burst duration to be approximately 3 cycles of a 20 Hz oscillator ( Fig. 1B) [32] .
The different analysis methods resulted in substantially different beta amplitude time series and amplitude histograms ( Fig 1B) . For example, the rectified and smoothed IIR filter (purple) and FFT (green) did not separate the third and fourth bursts in the time series due to the short inter-burst interval. Further, the analysis methods yielded different estimates of burst rate, mean burst duration, mean burst amplitude and total amplitude in bursts ( Fig. 1 C-F). For all values measured, the FIR filter followed by the Hilbert transform generated results closest to the true values (n = 100 trials, p < 10 -3 , Wilcoxon signed rank). The IIR followed by the Hilbert transform and wavelet transform also performed relatively well (difference between IIR and wavelet: p = 0.0144 for burst rate, p = 0.490 for burst duration, p < 10 -3 for burst amplitude, and p < 10 -3 for total amplitude in bursts). Conversely, IIR followed by rectification and smoothing, and windowed FFT did not provide reasonable estimates for the short bursts because their slow time constants (200 and 500 ms, respectively) precluded isolation of bursts with an average duration of less than 200 ms (p < 10 -3 for all comparisons). These results clearly demonstrate that different signal processing methods can produce very different burst characteristics from the same underlying data.
Unknowable A Priori Knowledge of Time in Burst Is Necessary for Accurate Burst Analysis with Thresholds
We applied a range of thresholds and smoothing durations to 100 iterations of the synthetic LFP from the burst oscillator subjected to FIR filtering across a range of burst rates. The specific threshold level and duration of additional smoothing (smoothing beyond the 300 ms Hamming window of our FIR filter) greatly influenced the number of bursts detected from the same underlying data ( Fig. 2A ). The true average burst duration was held constant so there was a strong correlation between the burst rate and the time spent in bursts (R = 0.996, Pearson's correlation, Fig. 2B ). For any given threshold (i.e., percentile of the distribution of signal amplitudes), the calculated burst rate did not match the true burst rate (Fig. 2C ). If the estimated threshold percentile was closely matched to the actual time in bursts (e.g., 75 th percentile for 25% of time in bursts) then the calculated burst rate approximated the true burst rate (0 ms smoothing: fitted line m = 0.859, goodness of fit R 2 = 0.964, Fig. 2D ). However, the proportion of time in bursts cannot be known a priori; therefore, we sought to determine whether accurate burst duration detection could be achieved by scaling the threshold. Reducing the threshold by only 10 percentiles (e.g., 65 th percentile for 25% of time in bursts) resulted in poor estimates of burst duration ( Fig. 2E ). We also varied burst durations while reducing burst rate and again observed that threshold-based quantifications of burst characteristics varied widely for the same underlying data, dependent on the threshold that was selected (Supplementary Figure S1 ). These results indicate that accurate determination of burst parameters with threshold methods can only be achieved with an appropriate a priori estimate of the time in bursts, which, unfortunately, is unknowable.
Threshold-Based Analysis of Beta Dynamics Recorded from Human STN
We recorded STN LFPs both with and without cDBS (n = 16 participants, Table 1 ). Beta amplitudes were estimated by bandpass filtering with a 6 Hz window centered around the beta frequency that was most modulated by cDBS ( Fig. 3A-C ). We were unable to determine the optimal amplitude thresholds from the amplitude histograms (i.e., there were no distinct modes in the histogram of beta amplitudes) ( Several studies claim that bursts longer than a certain duration are pathological while bursts that are shorter are not. We therefore determined the percent of all bursts that would be presumed pathological (> 500 ms, [8] ) from the participant LFP and from white noise (Fig. 3E ). The amount of smoothing applied greatly influenced the result, and, critically, threshold analysis of white noise bore striking similarities to the same analysis of participant LFP data. We observed that the product of the burst rate and mean duration were determined not by the underlying data, but rather by the threshold percentile ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
The biased results produced by threshold-based analyses raise the question of the impact of such analyses on true detection and interpretation of differences in beta oscillatory activity between conditions (e.g., cDBS OFF versus cDBS ON). Many analyses of beta bursts and aDBS methods assign a single threshold dependent upon the signal amplitude across the intervention. Thus, systematic changes in signal amplitude (e.g., reductions resulting from DBS) coupled with a fixed amplitude threshold will lead to different threshold percentiles. As demonstrated in Fig. 2 , different threshold percentiles result in different burst characteristics even for the same input signals. Thus, changes in long-term beta amplitude between cDBS OFF and cDBS ON might produce artifactual differences in characteristics dependent on percentile thresholds.
We therefore examined the difference in beta band power between cDBS OFF and cDBS ON ( Fig.   4A ). Beta power significantly decreased with the application of cDBS (-4.14 [-6.58 --1.67] % of total PSD from 1 -55 Hz, median [95% CI], p = 0.0200 Wilcoxon signed rank test, n = 16 participants). There was no difference between the reductions in beta power with cDBS in the tremor-and bradykinesiadominant cohorts (p = 1.00 Wilcoxon ranked sum test, n = 9 tremor and 7 bradykinesia participants). To determine how beta power (over 10s of seconds) can affect thresholds, we examined the correlation between beta power and the square of the threshold amplitude, for amplitude thresholds set to either the 50 th or 75 th percentile of the signal amplitude distribution. The very strong correlations between the change in the squared threshold amplitude and the beta power indicated that the change in beta power before and after cDBS largely determined the altered threshold amplitudes ( Fig. 4B , R = 0.965 and 0.962 for 50 th and 75 th percentile thresholds respectively, p < 10 -3 Pearson correlation, n = 16 participants with one outlier excluded). Combined with the result that burst metrics were highly determined by the threshold value, this analysis indicates that measures of burst characteristics are strongly dependent on the overall (long-term) beta amplitude. We then examined the ratio of the threshold amplitudes between cDBS ON and cDBS OFF conditions. The mean ratio was relatively consistent across variations in the threshold and smoothing parameters, ranging from a ratio of 0.60 to 0.64 ( Fig. 4C ). This indicates that comparisons of burst characteristics between groups will be affected by the underlying decrease in the long-term beta amplitude on the time scale of seconds regardless of the amplitude threshold and smoothing duration that are chosen.
One observation from prior beta burst analysis is an apparent increase in the proportion of short duration bursts (i.e., physiological) compared to long duration bursts (i.e., pathological) with either therapeutic DBS (both aDBS and cDBS) or medication. Our analyses suggest that this observation may be influenced by the thresholds for burst detection during DBS OFF and DBS ON being set at the same absolute amplitude, rather than the same percentile of the absolute signal amplitude (which differs considerably between DBS OFF and DBS ON). Therefore, we quantified the effect of simply reducing the synthetic beta amplitude by a scalar factor intended to mimic the reduction in long-term beta during cDBS ON ( Supplementary Fig. S3 , Supplementary Table 2 ). We observed changes in burst duration and burst rate, in addition to anticipated changes in burst amplitude, as the beta amplitude was scaled, even though the underlying burst characteristics were unchanged. To determine whether this could bias results from human data, we examined in further detail the duration of bursts estimated from STN LFPs.
We observed many fewer bursts when the threshold was the 95 th percentile of cDBS OFF amplitude distribution as compared to the 50 th , and the duration of bursts was shifted to favor short bursts ( Fig.   5A ).
We then calculated the average burst duration for each threshold for cDBS OFF, cDBS ON and threshold amplitudes calculated by cDBS OFF applied to cDBS ON (MT, Fig. 5B ). For lower thresholds we observed a decrease in burst duration with cDBS but observed a still greater decrease with MT.
However, as the total number of bursts and MT trials with any detected bursts decreased, this difference was lost (for all thresholds see Supplementary Table 1) . Similarly, when considering the fraction of total bursts in the shortest bin (30 -100 ms), the fraction increased with cDBS but the proportion of short bursts was exaggerated by applying cDBS OFF thresholds to cDBS ON data (Fig. 5C ).
These data demonstrate that changes in beta burst characteristics between conditions may be exaggerated by application of single thresholds. While we observed a significant difference in the average burst duration, we also note that the average burst was shorter than the smoothing caused by the FIR filter.
We also examined the same metrics with "DC correction" and averaged thresholds between conditions [8, 25] (Supplementary Figure S4) . With DC correction, the beta amplitude is effectively normalized by mean subtraction. Because the range of the beta amplitudes is not also normalized, there remains a possibility of differences in measured burst activity between conditions. In our participant cohort we observed significant differences in burst duration and fraction of bursts between 30 -100 ms for thresholds from the 55 th to 90 th percentiles ( Supplementary Table 2 ). Collectively, these results highlight that there may be significant differences in beta burst characteristics between conditions at a given threshold, however these differences can be exaggerated when the threshold is implemented by raw amplitude rather than by percentiles of the respective amplitude distributions.
SVM Analysis of Burst Activity
Threshold based analysis proved highly susceptible to systematic errors and may exaggerate differences in beta burst characteristics between conditions. We therefore implemented several SVMs to classify LFP as burst or non-burst. Generally, SVMs classify data by finding the hyperplane which best divides the labeled data. We implemented SVMs that used either continuous or cycle-by-cycle estimates of the beta band LFP amplitude. Half of the SVMs also included amplitude data from a wider band around the beta band, resulting in 4 different SVMs. Therefore, for each type of amplitude estimation, we implemented both a 1D (beta amplitude only) and 2D (beta amplitude and wideband amplitude) SVM. We used our burst oscillator model to generate labeled data to train the SVMs. The SVMs were trained on 50 s of labeled data with a burst rate of 1.08 Hz, an average duration of 346 ms, and a SNR of 4.18. We then compared the output of the SVMs to threshold analysis across 161 trials of synthetic LFP with randomly assigned burst rates, durations, amplitudes and noise levels (Fig. 6 ). The optimal threshold was applied at 62.7 th percentile to match exactly the 50 s of training data. We observed that the accuracy of labeling was very high for all SVMs (> 95%, compared to 89% for threshold) and improved with increasing SNR. Unlike threshold analysis, the fraction in burst was free to vary and closely followed the underlying true data (fitted lines: m > 0.83, R 2 > 0.89 for all SVMs). In contrast to threshold analysis, the mean burst duration appeared to be relatively independent of the time constant of the filter (Fig. 6C ).
We then used each of the SVMs to label bursts in the intraoperative participant data ( Fig. 7 shows representative data from the Hilbert amplitude only SVM, and results from all 4 SVMs are provided in Supplementary Table 3 ). We observed that the amplitude of bursts decreased with cDBS.
Unlike threshold analysis, when using the SVMs the time in bursts could vary for the data from each participant (resulting in an effective threshold for each). We therefore examined the ratio of the effective threshold amplitude squared and the ratio of the power during cDBS ON to cDBS OFF. These ratios were significantly correlated, but to a substantially lesser extent than those for threshold analysis (r = 0.462, p = 0.0152). Table 3 ).
When considering all participants in the study we did not find significant improvement in intraoperative assessments of motor symptoms with cDBS at therapeutic frequencies (p = 0.313 for tremor power, p = 0.938 for bradykinesia scores, Wilcoxon signed rank, n = 9 for tremor and 7 for bradykinesia). It is likely that the microlesion effect occurring just after DBS electrode placement and lack of repeated trials contributed to this. We therefore examined bursts only in participants whose motor symptoms did improve with intraoperative cDBS (n = 9 participants, Supplementary Fig. 5 ). As with the full cohort, there was a change in burst amplitude driven by the decrease in long term beta amplitude, but no differences were detected in burst duration, burst rate, or fraction in burst (Supplementary Table 4 ). We also examined participants considered tremor dominant separately from those considered bradykinesia dominant ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). We observed a significant decrease in burst amplitude for tremor cohort but not for bradykinesia dominant cohort, but no changes in burst duration ( Supplementary Table 5 ).
Differences between conditions are discoverable by SVMs
We did not observe differences in burst activity that were independent of long-term beta amplitude with STN stimulation using SVM analysis. We considered two possibilities, 1) the SVM could not accurately determine differences between groups or 2) there are no differences in burst activity with cDBS in the STN. Using our burst oscillator model we generated 16 ON/OFF pairs of trials with mean burst durations and burst rates matched to those reported in [23] -changes in burst activity in the globus pallidus following administration of levodopa -and applied thresholds and SVM analyses to determine fraction in burst, burst durations and burst rate (Fig. 8 ). The fraction in bursts was not different between the ON and OFF conditions and observed by all analyses (Supplementary Table 6 ). All SVM analyses detected the difference in burst durations and burst rates, except for the cycle-by-cycle amplitude plus wideband SVM. This SVM found only a trend in the difference of burst rates. Conversely threshold-based analysis was unable to identify a difference in either mean burst duration or burst rate.
Thus, SVMs can indeed isolate differences between groups, and the lack of differences detected in our participant data indicate that it is likely that STN cDBS did not modulate burst activity in this cohort.
Discussion
Changes in beta oscillatory activity correlate with motor symptoms and treatment of PD, and therefore provide a candidate biomarker for aDBS [7] . Many recent studies also considered burst dynamics as a candidate complementary biomarker. To our knowledge, this is the first study to address systematically the quantification of beta bursts. Typically, as beta bursts have been defined as intermittent periods of high amplitude, and some method is required to separate bursts from baseline activity. Threshold analysis is a common technique with separation based on some (often arbitrary) percentile or raw amplitude. However, we demonstrated that threshold analysis is unlikely to yield accurate quantification of burst characteristics and leads to biased results in the face of changes in longterm beta amplitude. We therefore used an SVM-based approach which mathematically separates high amplitude bursts from background activity. Our results suggest that changes in beta burst parameters may be a redundant measure correlated to long-term beta amplitude and thus may not be an independent biomarker.
Common signal processing methods for the extraction of bursts from LFP recordings bias the measurement of burst activity. Specifically, thresholding exaggerates the difference in burst activity between conditions that modulate the long-term signal amplitude, such as the application of cDBS, administration of levodopa, or with sustained movement. We applied a range of signal processing methods to quantify dynamic beta signal amplitudes and burst characteristics using both data synthesized from an oscillator model and STN LFPs recorded from participants with PD. Filtering, smoothing, amplitude estimation method, and selection of amplitude thresholds all significantly influenced the characteristics of detected bursts. Inappropriate selection of amplitude threshold and filter characteristics can lead to inaccurate results, and thresholds based on raw amplitudes, rather than normalized percentiles before and after PD treatment, exaggerated differences between conditions. The reduction of the average (long-term) beta amplitude by DBS primarily determines the differences in burst amplitude, duration, and rate between the ON and OFF conditions. Subsequently, we trained SVMs on model data and observed that the SVM analyses did not have the same limitations as threshold analysis. When applied to human data, we observed no differences in burst dynamics with the application of cDBS, even though our SVM analyses were indeed able to differentiate between groups using parameters reported from a cohort of PD patients ON and OFF levodopa [23] .
The Effects of Filters and Thresholds
Filtering may profoundly change the result of data analysis [33] , and at a minimum, filtering imposes some degree of smoothing [34] . In conjunction with the principle of matched filtering [35] , bursts with durations approximately equal to the duration of the filter are preferentially identified, and thus our results are related to the duration of the FIR filter. Depending on the smoothing applied in the estimation of beta amplitude, the resulting burst durations may arbitrarily vary (Fig. 1, Fig. 4E ). However, SVM analyses did not preferentially select any particular duration of bursts (Fig. 6C ).
It remains unclear what the minimum duration of a burst should be. Our short latency FIR filter was tuned to detect short-term bursts on the scale of ~100 ms because they closely align with spiking data [9, 32, 36, 37] . The minimum burst duration was set to slightly shorter than a single cycle of the fastest frequency (30 ms) to account for the smoothing of the filter. We observed differences in raw values of burst rate and duration with minimum durations of 100 and 200 ms. However, the effects of threshold percentile and additional smoothing remain at these minimum durations (Supplementary Figure S2 ). It is possible that repeated short bursts are mis-identified as a single sustained burst when smoothed over a longer duration and are relevant in PD. Indeed, prototype aDBS in PD, where contingent or modified stimulation is applied based on beta amplitude, was effective in a number of studies [17] [18] [19] [38] [39] [40] [41] . However, if clinically relevant bursts are dependent on filtering, it is unclear what timescale and analysis of beta dynamics may lead to the best results for patients with PD, or if the timescale is a parameter that should vary between patients. Although threshold amplitude has a critical role in the analysis of burst activity, this method remains a main determinant of aDBS contingent stimulation and determines the amount of time that aDBS is ON. Beta amplitude dynamics and burst activity during the transition between the aDBS OFF and aDBS ON are of particular interest for aDBS [24] . Indeed, assessment of threshold after application of DBS (with a resulting reduction in long-term beta amplitude) was used to preset the amount of time aDBS is active [16] . Similarly, the amplitude of the stimulation may be scaled with the beta amplitude rather than switching the stimulation on or off, and studies of aDBS implementing proportional control of stimulation show promising results [17, 19, 41, 42] .
Beta Bursts and Long-Term Beta Power
Because bursts are both transient and relatively high amplitude it is tempting to think that longterm beta power is determined by the relative presence of bursts. The presence of high-amplitude activity will increase the average power, but it does not necessarily follow that bursts are the primary driver of total power. Conceptually, beta power may be divided into burst and background power. When using a threshold, it is not possible to determine whether treatment by DBS or levodopa decreased the amplitude of bursts or only the amount of time spent in bursts. SVM analyses did not reveal any difference in time spent in bursts between cDBS OFF and cDBS ON (Fig. 7B) . The decrease in burst amplitude (Fig. 7A) shows that burst amplitude is not agnostic to treatment. However, the correlation in Fig. 7C , while significant, does not explain most of the variance. Together these data demonstrate that both background and burst amplitudes were decreased by cDBS within the cohort tested here. It should be noted that while burst amplitude changes with stimulation it is not clear that this is a complementary biomarker for disease state that is independent of long-term beta power.
Analysis of Short-Term Amplitude Dynamics
SVMs are not the only possible analysis method that should be less susceptible to error than amplitude threshold. Indeed, Markov models and other advanced burst analysis methods are beginning to appear in neuroscience [3, 43, 44] . However statistical and machine-learning methods require training data which, in the case of DBS, may require long-term recording capability. Here we generated model data to train the SVM. Action potentials are more likely to be synchronized during beta and hippocampal theta bursts [32, 36, 45] . Therefore, training may be performed with high confidence on
LFPs when action potentials are simultaneously recorded. The algorithms may then be adapted to macroelectrode LFP recordings.
Spectral analysis in participants with PD is usually referenced to the power or amplitude in a broad band (here 1-55 Hz). However, burst analysis typically depends on isolation of a single frequency band. In the case of burst analysis in subjects with PD, the beta band is isolated from the other bands of the spectrum by filtering. Inter-patient variability is then normalized by application of thresholds based on percentiles of the amplitude distribution. However, this approach rescales the amplitudes without consideration of the underlying system. For example, beta amplitudes may be high because the participant has potentiated beta oscillations that are correlated to pronounced motor symptoms, or because the sensing electrodes were placed in an optimal environment for sensing. Here we tried to capture this with the two SVMs additionally trained with wideband data. However, the gains in accuracy with this additional input were limited.
Limitations
Intraoperative and immediate postoperative data collection offer unique, short-term opportunities for research but also several disadvantages [46] . Intraoperative data collection is limited to short periods with brief (usually less than 10 s) pauses between OFF and ON and the electrode conditions may not necessarily be stable (although more so with patients undergoing IPG replacements years after DBS lead implantation). In addition, while participants were awake and had withdrawn from PD-related medications before surgery, some changes to LFP may outlast the sedation. Due to the limited time, we were only able to perform one method of behavioral assessment and opted for tremor when it was present to be able to conduct a greater number of trials. Therefore, the classification of 'tremor dominant' does not preclude the presence of bradykinesia. We did not observe a correlation between long term beta power and improvement in accelerometer or tapping scores for these cohorts using methods described in [30] . Considering the limitations of our intraoperative data we did not investigate a correlation between burst activity and change in motor symptoms. It is possible that a larger number of participants, multiple trials per participant and behavioral assessments on roughly the same timescale as the bursts will prove useful to find optimal analysis settings. Given the inaccuracy in burst rate and duration calculations by suboptimal thresholds (Fig. 2E ), we suspect that any optimal threshold analysis will be determined on an individual level, perhaps changing in short intervals, as ongoing beta activity is continuously re-analyzed.
The SVMs that take only the beta amplitude estimation as input select a static threshold and apply it to the entire recording. We assumed that beta dynamics were different between DBS ON and DBS OFF but relatively similar within during a single recording (60 or 300 s of DBS ON or DBS OFF). We showed that changes in the long-term beta amplitude alter the resulting burst dynamics when a single amplitude threshold is applied. However, in certain cases it may not be possible to separate periods of high and low amplitude beta oscillations. For example, the amount of beta in the STN is influenced by contralateral stepping [47] . In such cases, it will be necessary to train SVMs or other machine learning algorithms with appropriate controlling variables (i.e. heel position). Burst identification with SVMs may be improved by adding previous estimates of the amplitude as independent features rather than the single estimate used here. We avoided such an approach because it would apply smoothing, in addition to that of the filter, to the output (as a weighted average over the time of the features). It should also be noted that for aDBS, the SVM using multiple previous amplitude estimates as features would introduce delay in burst identification. The number of past amplitude features should therefore be chosen such that the controller can respond in time to reduce bursts effectively.
Our computational model was limited by the simplicity of the generated LFP. We attempted to B) The mean burst duration across conditions for 50 th and 95 th percentile threshold. At the 50 th percentile, bursts were significantly shorter for cDBS ON than cDBS OFF, however MT was significantly shorter still. This result indicates that single thresholds may exaggerate the difference between conditions. No significant difference was found at the 95 th percentile threshold, likely due to the decreased total number of bursts. C) Similar results were observed for the fraction of all bursts between 30 -100 ms duration. MT: mismatched threshold. There was no significant difference between the underlying (True) data which was detected by all analyses. B) Many analyses were able to determine differences in burst durations between OFF and ON, but not thresholding and Cycle with Wideband. C) All analyses except thresholding were able to distinguish significant differences between burst rates of OFF and ON in the underlying data. *: p < 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed rank, no correction for multiple comparisons). Thresh: threshold analysis at the 62.7 th percentile (the optimal threshold for the training data). Amp: SVMs trained on Hilbert amplitude of the input signals. Cycle: SVMs trained on the maximum amplitude of each zero-crossing of the input signals.
WB: SVMs trained on both the oscillation and a wideband amplitude input. 
